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Abstract 

Now a day the data are changed frequently in the all industry and in the all services sectors. So for 

getting the proper effect this analysis works. This analysis shows the impact of the changing one data in 

the other one. Optimal solution is always found under deterministic assumptions. This means that we 

assume complete certainty in the data and relationship of variables- for eg. Prices are fixed, resources 

are known, and time needed to produce is known. But in real world available resource and prices are 

changes frequently and thus other approaches are less useful. So for getting the proper result the 

sensitivity analysis is helpful. These measure the relationship between the two or more variables of the 

data. The aim of this paper is to see the impact of these approaches on the other variables and to see the 

problem facing by the researcher and/or users of this application for the finding relationship.  
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INTRODUCTION 

Sensitivity Analysis: Optimal solution is always found under deterministic assumptions. This means that 

we assume complete certainty in the data and relationship of variables- for eg. Prices are fixed, resources 

are known, and time needed to produce is known. But in real world available resource and prices are 

changes frequently and thus this approach is less useful.   

Sensitivity analysis is useful to check how sensitive is the optimal solution to changes in profits, 

resources, or other input parameters? An important function of sensitivity analysis is to allow managers 

to experiment with values of the input parameters 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

We are getting information from the external sources like internet, various books and other resources so 

its altimetry secondary data research.  

LITERATURE REVIEW    

There are different ways of classifying sensitivity analysis methods. For example, these methods may be 

broadly classified as mathematical, statistical (or probabilistic), and graphical (Frey and Patil, 2002). 

Alternatively, methods can be classified as screening, local, and global. Screening methods are typically 

used to make a preliminary identification of the most sensitive model inputs. However, such methods are 

often relatively simple and may not be robust to key model characteristics such as nonlinearity, 
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